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Bates Lauds Five Americans
Students Receive Awards Staff Improves Humphrey Earns Degree
Transmission Of At Graduation Exercises
At Honors Day Exercises! Radio Programs Secretary of the Treasury George M. Humphrey will be
Prizes
and
awards
were
made to various students by
Dean Harry W. Rowe at the
Honors Day exercises held in the
Chapel last Wednesday morning.
The Almon
Cyrus
Libby
Memorial Award was given to
the winning teams in the freshman and sophomore prize debates and to the best individual
speaker in each division.
Announces Winners
Holgar Lundin and Willard
Martin won the award as the
best freshman team while Martin also copped honors as the
best speaker in the debate.
In the sophomore division the

Class Of '56 Attends
Last Chapel; Fickett
Leads Annual Event
Arnold Fickett gave the president's address at the Seniors'
Last Chapel yesterday morning.
The class of '56 marched into
chapel led by class marshal Robert McAfee to the music of
"Pomp and Circumstance".
Seniors Sing Hymn
David Campbell served as
chaplain. After the invocation a
senior chorus sang the "Song of
Thanksgiving". All the seniors
took part in the class hymn,
which was written by Jane
Libby.
As McAfee led the class out to
the front of the Chapel, underclasmen sang the recessional,
"Auld Lang Syne".
Classes Salute The Graduates
The junior, sophomore, and
freshman class presidents then
led their classes out of the
Chapel. Each class cheered the
graduates, while they saluted the
underclassmen.
The chairmen of the event
were Sylvia Small and Winifred
Buhl.

among five prominent Americans to receive honorary degrees
winning team consisted of Paul |
The technical staff of WVBC
Hoffman, Hilton Page, and Joat Bates' ninetieth commencement Sunday, June 10.
improving
anne Trogler, with Richard Dole is repairing and
Other recipients include Dr. Dorothy Fosdick, foreign
receiving the award for the best transmitting facilities. During the
policy
expert; Boris Goldovsky, musician; Dr. Harold W.
individual speaker. Dole was past two weeks they have visited
Richardson
'30, president of Franklin College; and Hazel
also awarded the Iriving Cushing Phillips '76. Prize which is the dorms and tested the recep- Hutchins Wilson '19, authoress.
given to the student who has tion of the station in each one.
Honor Humphrey
he became chairman of the
made the most progress in deNine fuses were found defecSecretary of the Treasury board.
bating or public speaking.
tive and were replaced. With Humphrey will receive the deHe resigned all business posiDoval. Ladd Win
other improvements, the techni- gree of Doctor of Laws. Born in tions in 1953 when President
The Oren Nelson Hilton Prize
Cheboygan Mich., he was grad- Eisenhower appointed him Secto the man and woman of the cians feel that reception may be uated from the University of
retary of the Treasury.
freshman class adjudged best in improved enough to make a pro- Michigan in 1912.
Receives L.H.D.
extermporaneous speaking was posed swich from AM to FM fa-' He practiced law with the firm
A consultant on foreign affairs
won by Mathy Doval and Ever- cilities unnecessary. The cost of i of Humphrey, Grant and Hum- and a frequent contributor to the
ett Ladd.
such a transition has been a pro-1 phrey, and became general at- New York Friends, Dr. Fosdick
Orin Blaisdell received first
torney for M. A. Hanna Company, will receive the degree of Doctor
prize in the Bates Oratorical hibiting factor.
steel manufacturers, of Cleve- of Humane Letters.
Contest. Willard Martin was Improve Facilities
land, in 1918. In 1929 he became
Born in Montclair, N. J., Dr.
awarded second prize while
Work is also being done on president of that corporation, a Fosdick was educated at Smith
Grant Reynolds and Everett control room equipment. Con- position he held until 1952 when College, receiving her degree in
Ladd tied for third place.
sole turntables and console tape
1934 with membership in Phi
For excellence in Bible read- recorder equipment are being
[Beta Kappa. She was awarded
ing Virginia Fedor was awarded wired. The staff is also overher Ph.D. in Public Laws from
the West Gould Willis '71, Prize, hauling and rewiring the control
Columbia in 1939, and returned
with Ruth Zimmerman taking board.
to Smith to instruct in governsecond place.
Plans are underway for spement and sociology until 1942.
Presenls Dramatic Awards
cial broadcasting during the
Serves State Department
Dean Rowe then presented freshman orientation week next
Robert Harlow was elected
With the outbreak of World
Robert Damon with the William fall. The programing will be president of the Bates Debating War II she joined the State DeStewart Senseney '49, memorial planned largely to help the fresh- Council Monday at a meeting partment Division of Special Reaward, presented for outstanding men find their way around and following the group's annual search, working on plans for a
creative ability and promise in to acquaint them with Bates.
cook-out at Prof. Brooks Quim- post-war international organizawriting or the dramatic arts.
Because of the present techni- by's home. Janice Tufts was tion. This project ultimately deThe Robinson Players Award cal difficulties and work being elected secretary, and Grant veloped into the Dumbarton
for outstanding leadership and done, WVBC will not be on the Reynolds, manager.
Oaks Conference and helped lay
service during the past four air again this year except as
A junior economics major, the foundation for the United
years was divided among David testing of equipment may re- Harlow is managing editor of Nations.
Campbell, Virginia Fedor and quire.
the STUDENT and president of
In 1947 she became assistant
Newman Club.
Thelma Pierce.
to the director of the Office of
Miss Tufts, also a junior ma- European Affairs and in January,
Lawrence Evans was the recipient of the Albion Keith
Selective Service joring in economics, has been 1949, became the first woman
president of the Political Union. member of the State Department
Spofford award which is given
Men are reminded by Dean
to the senior who has contributPresent Gifts
Policy Planning Staff.
of Men Walter H. Boyce that
ed the most to creative writing
A junior history major, ReyShe has served under six Secthey must obtain Selective
during his four years at Bates.
nolds is president of Gould retaries of State, from Cordell
Gives OC Prises
Service form 109 from his
Political Affairs Club and the Hull to John Foster Dulles, and
In memory of Harold Norris
Bates Barristers.
is the author of What is Liberty,
office. The forms must be
Goodspeed, Jr., '40, an annual
All
three
officers
have
debated
1939, and Common Sense and
filled out in triplicate, and
award is given to the male stufor three years, and were re- World Affairs. 1955.
then returned to his office
dent who renders the greatest
cently elected to Delta Sigma
Goldovsky will receive a Docbefore the end of the semeasure of service to the Bates
Rho, national forensic honor so- tor of Music degree. A native of
(Continued on page eleven)
mester.
ciety.
(Continued on page ten)

Debaters Select
Harlow As New
Council Prexy

Bates Awards Honorary Degrees To Five Leading Figures

George M. Humphrey

Dr. Dorothy Fosdick

Boris Goldovsky

Haiel Hutchins Wilson

Dr. Harold W. Richardson
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CRC Reviews Committee
Accomplishments In '55-6
The Campus Relations committee met recently and
summarized the accomplishments of the 1955-56 committee.

Seniors Present
Class Day Talks
In Annual Event
The Senior Class Day program
will be held at 2:30 p. m. June 9
in the Chapel. Class Marshal
Robert McAfee will lead the processional.
After an innovation by David
Olney, Robert Dunn will give
the toastmaster's welcome. He
will then invite Alurrini President Lawrence Evans to deliver
the class oration.
Virginia Fedor will offer a tribute to the halls and campus, after
which Claire Poulin will review
the class history. Kay McLin will
address the parents.

Regarding the improvement of ~
! ~ ~
~
faculty-student relations, pro- chaperone service. All requests
fessors are now often invited to from campus organizations and
dine at Rand Hall. In an effort special events for chaperones
will be relayed to her by student
to improve the freshman discussion groups, an evaluation ses- chairmen, and she will contact
the interested faculty members.
sion was held the week after the
The problem of attendance at
groups met.
Chase Hall functions was disConsider Freshman Discussions
cussed. The committee suggested
The faculty and student mem- that each of the major organizabers of the committee thought tions sponsor a dance and the
that the freshmen should not be smaller organizations and clubs
grouped alphabetically, but in- cooperate in presenting joint
stead by dormitory or by inter- programs.
est in the topic. The discussion Stu-C Examines Honor System
Last Will And Testament
subjects should be more interThe Student Council has been
esting; a smaller number in each considering a social and acadeRobert Damon plans to relate
group would allow for a greater mic honor system and wished to the "last will and testament" of
interchange of ideas and would know what were the committee's the class of '56. The class gift
create a friendlier atmosphere. views.
presented by Robert Gidez, will
be
accepted by Dean Harry
It was suggested that within
The committee also considered
each discussion group, there setting aside several days before Rowe. Nancy Johnson will dewould be two upperclass lead- the beginning of final examina- liver the class ode and Kirk
ers, one of whom had served on tions during which the students Watson, the traditional "pipe
one of the groups during the pre- would be expected to do extra oration".
vious year. It was agreed that corollary reading. The aim of
Following the singing of the
the discussions should be held this is to integrate the semester's Alma Mater, the members of the
after the first set of freshman work and to provide an overall class will march out of the
warnings had come out.
understanding of the subject Chapel.
Discuss Parents' Weekend
matter.
Nancy Mills, Lucinda Thomas
It was suggested that Parents'
The idea of a Social Philoso- and Robert McAfee, members of
Weekend be held at Bates, sim- phy course for student leaders the Class Day Committee, have '
ilar to those held at other col- was brought up. In such a course arranged the program. Prof. D.
leges.
Several questionnaires campus problems and adminis- Robert Smith will serve as
were sent to those other schools tration procedures are discussed. organist.
to ascertain the details of their
programs. Since the response to
these letters was poor (only the
University of Mass. providing
any really helpful information),
the matter was tabled.
Members of the Outing Club Atlantic. Others hiked along the
In discussing the problem of Council left early Sunday morn- beach to Fort Popham, a historic
obtaining chaperones for student ing for Popham Beach to pre- site nearby.
events, the faculty members not- pare for the annual Bates outing OC Serves Lunch
ed the short-notice given them and clambake. About 8:30 a. m.
Steamed clams, hamburgers,
by the students. The student over 300 students and facultv potato salad, tomatoes, soda, and
members replied that it was of- members set out by car and bus watermelon served by OC memten difficult to know who would to join them for a day of rec- bers, satisfied the appetite of the
be interested in chaperoning reation.
hungry party. After an afternoon
certain activities.
Facilities for Softball and vol- of sunbathing, beachcoming and
As a result reply cards were leyball were provided by OC and games, the "clambakers" returnsent to each faculty member, re- a few courageous people took ed to campus for supper at Comquesting him to state his pref- dips in the cold waters of the mons and Rand.
erence for chaperoning possible
events. From the returns a master tally was compiled. Carol
Ellms has been appointed head
11:45 a. m. Parade Enters AlumFriday, June 8
of a newly-created
"campus
ni Gymnasium
4:30 p. m. Phi Beta Kappa Annual Meeting, Lounge, Chase 12 noon Alumni - Senior Luncheon, Alumni Gymnasium
Hall
5:30 p.m. Phi Beta Kappa 2:30 p. m. Class Day Exercises
Dinner, Winter House. (For
of the Class of 1956, Chapel
reservations write Dr. R. W. 3:30-5 p.m. (3:30-4 Alumni;
Elliott^ 18 Mountain Ave.,
4-5 Seniors and Guests),
Lewiston)
President's Reception, PresiDr. Douglas E. Leach, assistant
dent's Home
professor of history, will be a 8:30 p. m. Concert, Chapel
visiting professor of history at the 8:30-11:30 p.m. Open House — 5:45 p. m. College Club Annual
Banquet, Chase Hall
Alumni and Seniors, Chase
University of New Mexico dur5:45 p. m. Bates Key Annual
ing the summer session from June
Hall
Meeting and Supper, Wo18 to August 10. He will return 9:30 p. m. Special Program —
men's Union
to Lewiston for the opening of
"For Your Information", FiBates in the fall.
lene Room, Pettigrew Hall 8:30 p.m. Concert, Chapel
8:30-11:30 p.m. Open House —
Making his first trip to New
(after concert)
Alumni and Seniors, Chase
Mexico, Dr. Leach plans to teach
Saturday. June 9
Hall
courses in the American RevoluSunday, June 10
tionary period and in British 8 a. m. Alumni Council and
Alumni Association Break- 10 a. m. Baccalaureate ExerHistory since 1603.
fast, followed by Annual
cises, Chapel
Visit Scenic Spots
Meetings, Men's Memorial 2 p.m. Ninetieth CommenceIn New Mexico Dr. Leach hopes
Commons.
ment, Lewiston Armory
to take weekend trips to Indian
8
a.m.
Delta
Sigma
Rho
pueblos and observe the culture
Breakfast, Men's Memorial
of the Pueblo Indians. He also
Commons
plans to visit the Carlsbad cavTHURS: "THE FLESH AND
Delta
Sigma Rho Annual
erns.
THE FLAME." Lana Turner,
Meeting, Pettigrew Hall
Accompanied by his wife and
Carlos
Thompson;
"THE
daughter, Dr. Leac'i plans to 9 a. m. President and Trustees
HOUSTON STORY."
Gene
Annual Meeting, Lounge,
make the trip by car, camping
Barry, Barbara Hale and Edout on the way to AlberquerChase Hall
ward Arnold
que, N. M., where they will re- 10:45-11:45 a.m. Band Concert, FRI.-SAT.: "THE LAST FRONHathorn Hall Steps
side.
TIER," Victor Mature, Guy
Dr. Leach also hopes to con- 11:15 a.m. Alumni - Senior PaMadison;
"BATTLE
STArade, walks in front of Hathorn
tinue to work on his book conTIONS," John Lund, William
Hall
cerning King Phillip's War.
Bendix

Outing Club Sponsors Clambake
At Annual Popham Beach Picnic

News In Review
The STUDENT here presents pictures from past issues,
recounting the events of the closing school year.
Here for the reminiscing reader are photographs recalling
to mind the memorable happenings which have taken place
on the campus since last September.
The reader may witness action on Garcelon field as the
Garnet eleven ties for second place in the State series. Here
also Bates Sadie Hawkinses may be seen escorting their Li'l
Abners to the November Sadie Hawkins Day square dance.
The reader may also recall a scene from the American premiere of "Top of the Ladder".
All this and more is presented here, as the Bates STUDENT
concludes its 82nd year of publication.

Improving throughout the season, the Bobcats, although not
sporting a favorable won-lost record, turned out some excellent performances surprising several over-confident opponents with their drive and spirit.

Commencement Schedule

Dr. Leach Goes
To New Mexico
As Visiting Prof

— R I T Z —

Marryin' Sam performs his duty for Sadie Hawkins and Li'l
Abner at the annual Sadie Hawkins Square Dance. They receive the traditional marriage blessing and license at the
"altar" in the rear of the Alumni Gymnasium.
(Continued on page eight) .
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STRAND

—EMPIRE—
All This Week

NOW PLAYING

xinnmf

—Big Science Fiction Show—

'World Without End"
in Technicolor
and

RODGERS &
HAMMERSTEIN'S

CAROUSEL

MORE THAN YOUR
EVES HAVE EVER
SEEN'

QPfiwScop£

COlMkrHLUXE

"The Atomic Man"

IN 5Tf«lPOPMONrC SOt""*

BEGINNING SUNDAY

SHIRLEY JONES
GORDON MacRAE

"MOHAWK"

ALL NEXT WEEK

in color
with Scott Brady, Rita Gam

'The Rose Tattoo'
with

"TIME TABLE"
with Mark Stevens

■H ■ |

ANNA MAGNANI
BURT LANCASTER

,3
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Cousin CharlieReignsAsNewMayor
JB Candidate Wins Campaign As Farmers Vie
With Starliners In Annual Mayoralty Tussle
By Miriam Hamm
"Cousin Charlie's home!" rang
out in the Alumni Gymnasium as
President Charles F. Phillips announced at the Ivy Ball that
"Welcome Home" had .polled the
winning number of votes in the
annual Mayoralty campaign.
As the expectant crowd awaited the decision, President Phillips congratulated both
the
Smith - Bardwell and JB - Roger
Bill - off-campus sides for outstanding campaigns.

3

The president of Stu-C introduced President Phillips, who in
turn presented "Cousin Charlie"
Dings as the new mayor of the
campus.
The newly - elected
mayor called "Dixieland Dick"
Sullivan and his campaign manager, Richard Wakely to the
stage.
To his own campaign manager, Robert Kunze,
"Cousin
Charlie" attributed the credit for
the victory. Without him, plus
the efforts of all the men, and

especially the work of the women this year's Mayoralty could
not have been such a great success, he stated.
Coeds Vote
Following an exciting campaign that climaxed three days
of superb entertainment the
coeds went to the polls on Saturday morning to make a difficult decision.
Both campaigns were distinguished by an intense and wellintentioned rivalry and were
conducted on a cooperative basis,
with high standards and levels,
of attainment.

Parade Begins
Memories of the two days
of entertainment were fresh in
the girls' minds. It began with
the parade on Wednesday night,
before which the "farmers" entered the dormitories to give J. B. offers "Oklahoma!" as its two-hour Cage show during
jeach girl a straw hat and invite the annual Mavoraltv festivities.
I them to join the welcome home
I parade to greet Charlie on his effort to make him feel at home. entered whole-heartely into the
I return from college.
The next day the hometown spirit of the musical.
The down-home boys wore people set out to remind him of Escort to Breakfast
hats like those given to the girls the good times he had on the
On Friday morning the farmand were dressed in levis, blue farm by entertaining him with a ers escorted the coeds to breakwork shirts, and red scarves. "County Fair," held in the skat- fast and carried their books.
They followed a parade of huge ing rink.
In the Cage the next afternoon
floats
and farm equipment, Present "Oklahomal"
the County Farm players feted
j chanting "Hay, corn, wheat,
The highlight of their enter- "Cousin Charlie" with a dramaj barley,
all
cheer
Cousin tainment was yet to come, for tic presentation entitled "Red
Charley!"
on Thursday evening the "home |Velvet Coat".
town folks" presented a tribute I Outstanding for its originality
i Meet Cousin Charlie
The
parade
ended behind to farm life, the famous musical land spontaneity was the hourI show, "Aunt Molly's Hoedown"
; Parker where all the coeds got "Oklahoma!"
Directed by Roger Lucas, the on Friday evening following
their first glimpse of "Cousin
The Smith-Bardwell Starliners present their original two-i Charlie". Excitement reigned as JB-Roger Bill production fea- Smith-Bardwell's "On Top of
(Continued on page eleven)
hour show, "On Top Of The World", in the Cage.
I the crowd cheered wildly in an tured an outstanding cast who

1 liR.

When June rolls around
And you're homeward bound,
For the best smoke you've found'
Have a CAMEL!

fwfe pfafate
It's a psychological fact: Pleasure helps
your disposition. If you're a smoker,
remember — more people get
more pure pleasure from Cornels
than from any other cigarette!

No other cigarette is so
rich-tosting, yet so mild!

GMMCI
R. J. tm*M» Ttttw»n 0»., WiuitMt.«•)*■». N. C.
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Editorials
Mayoralty Reviewed

WUS Gives Aid Campaign Heads Declare
To Universities, Mayoralty Getting Better
Needy Students The votes have been cast, the can always be improved, but it

By Mary Lou Shaw
decision has been rendered, and
Now that the two campus contingents have doffed their
Do you remember seeing, late we all know who the new mayor
striped blazers and donated their red suspenders to the coeds, last Fall, a small green card
of the campus is. But regardless
we are able to reflect on the success of the 1956 Mayoralty bearing the words, "I,
, of the side which officially won,
for the 1955-56 it can be said that both sides
campaign. The general consensus of opinion seems to indi- pledge $
W. U. S. FUND DRIVE"? You were victorious, as both presentcate that this year's contest has been among the most enthu- probably remember that the ed outstanding campaigns.
siastic and evenly matched mayor campaigns ever seen at W. U. S. stood for World Univer- All will agree that the spirit
sity Service, and that this
Bates. The latter is supported by the almost equal number money you were asked to do- was the best ever and that this
was one of the best Mayoralty
of votes received by each candidate, "Cousin Charlie" and nate was to help needy students programs seen in a long time.
and schools.
But, what did those most directDixieland Dick".
But how much do you remem- ly concerned with the activities
The shows were of excellent quality. "Oklahoma!", under ber about W. U. S. itself? In feel?
the direction of J.B.'s Roger Lucas was outstandingly per- 1920, after the World War I, Getting Too Big?
many students in Europe were
formed. Timing, lighting and singing were almost on a pro- in need. European Student Re- To find this out, the Inquiring
Reporter asked several leading
fessional level. "People Will Say We're in Love", and "I'm lief was formed to help them. It participants just what did they
took as its slogan. "They would
Just a Girl Who Cain't Say No" will continue to be hummed care if they knew, and know think of Mayoralty '56. Was it
getting too big? Are the girls
and whistled around the campus for some time. Smith side's they shall."
participating too much?
"On Top Of The World" was refreshingly original — a highly WUS Sets Objectives
• Robert Kunze, campaign manAgain during the Second ager for "Cousin Charlie", felt
successful accomplishment for its writers, Richard Condon. World War a "European Student
that this "organized gooffin' off"
Lawrence Evans, and Kenneth Harris, and for its director, Relief Fund" was formed as a had "pioneered something new
Carl Nordahl. The "Charleston" number and the "boop boopy war-emergency relief committee. this year because this was the
"World Student Relief" emerged
doo" girl would be difficult to surpass for the originality as the war spread into the Far first time they had given the
girls a chance to see everything."
East. With the immediate war
and enthusiasm shown by the performers.
"Going In Right Direction"

Win Team!
During the past two years, however, there seems to have
developed a trend away from the basic purpose of the Mayoralty campaign — that of letting off steam before final
exams begin. The emphasis is shifting away from just having fun within the framework of a friendly contest, and
now seems to be aimed at winning, simply for the sake of
winning, whatever the cost. Winning has become the primary, rather than the secondary purpose.
Also, we hope that the note of bitterness on the part of the
losing side is not to be a permanent feature of future Mayoralty campaigns. However justifiable such feelings may be,
they are never in keeping with the spirit of the event. They
only stimulate a desire for revenge. Instead of a two or
three day split of the campus into two sides, a permanent
and not altogether fun-filled rift might develop on campus.
We hope that the annual Mayoralty campaign will not be
taken so seriously that the purpose of entertaining the
women, and providing fun and diversion for the entire campus will be forgotten.

A Reminder
Some time during May each year Stu-G and Stu-C post
signup lists on the dorm bulletin boards for the benefit of
those students interested in the "little brother" and "little
■sister" programs. Under the present setup, each incoming
freshman man and woman becomes the "little sister" or
"brother" of some upperclassman who is responsible for
helping the new student to adjust to college life.
The response to the program seems enthusiastic — if the
large number of names appearing on the list signifies enthusiasm. And it is likely that most who sign the list each
Spring are temporarily, at least, sincere about wishing to
take part in the, program. However, during the summer
other activities push thoughts of Bates into the background
for a while, and college committments (such as the "little
sister" and "brother" signups) are often neglected. As a result, each fall finds a number of new freshmen not knowing
who are their big brothers or sisters, and thus missing out
on one of our valuable aids to college adjustment.
Don't Neglect Your Brothers And Sisters
We realize that it is sometimes hard to find extra time, or
to turn our minds toward college during the summer months,
but we should also realize that by signing the "little brother"
or "sister" list we accept an important responsibility to the
member of the freshman class who will be assigned to us.
Let us this year try to carry out this responsibility so that
in September no freshman will have to either contact his
big brother or sister himself, or else go without one.

need over the International Student Service changed its title in
1950 to "World University Service" or, as we know it, WUS.
The objectives of WUS's activities are:
"(i) to help meet the basic
needs of universities and
other institutions of higher
learning and their members,
(ii) to promote the mutual
sharing of knowledge and
experience in seeking solutions to practical university
problems,
(iii) to foster the development
of
international
understanding and co-operation
between the
university
communities of all nations."
Where Bates Contributions Go
Each year Bates has the choice
of earmarking any part of its
money for a specific use. This
year one third was given to
Athens College in Greece, another third to Jamia Millia Islamia University in New Delhi,
and the last third was earmarked for the general WUS
fund which goes to any especially needy place. Money from past
years has also been earmarked
for Athens College. Bates has a
>oecial connection with Athens
because Dr. Fairfield taught
there two years ago. Also one of
the students from Athens, Dennis Skiotis, will be on campus
with us next year.
When the Bates sponsors of
WUS decided to send money to
Athens, they wrote and asked
students to write to Bates telling of their school life in Greece.
Here are excerpts from some of
those letters.
Describe College Life
"Athens College is what you
would actually call in the United States a high school. The last
two years are roughly equivalent
to junior college. The school is
attended by about 1,050 students,
of which some are boarders and
others are day students."
"As the four last years of the
upper school are divided into a
Classical and Science department, boys have the opportunity
to make a choice between 'dry
maths' and the 'humanities'. Our
program [the classical] is exactly the same as the scientific with
one exception, no painful hours
devoted to numerals!"

In answer to various queries
he said, "I think Mayoralty is
going in the right direction.
People are complaining about
its growing proportions, but Mayoralty should be given the
same status as other organizations on campus, such as Rob
Players, athletic participation,
etc."
If this were so, and since people enjoy doing the work,
"there's no reason not to start
early." He is also of the opinion
that the entertainment has been
growing, but will "reach a leveling off point", adding that "it

"Bates

does not necessarily have to get
bigger."
Participation Makes Girls 'Aware'
Bob's all in favor of having the
girls participate in the shows, as
it makes them more aware of all
that goes into Mayoralty.
Campaign
manager of the
Starliners, Dick Wakely, a senior, said that "It was the best
campaign in four years! It was
a much bigger thrill to take part
in the theme than to be just a
spectator."
Candidate Should Fit Theme
"A theme should be chosen,"
Dick commented, "and a candidate picked to fit it, adding to
the continuity of the campaign."
Dick believes that "Mayoralty
definitely has a place in Bates
college life, as Mayoralty, like
women, is here to stay!"

Letter To The Editor
Editor:
We would like to thank all
those who helped make the
"Arabian Nights" Ivy Formal the
big success that it was. Without
the help of the committee
chairmen, those juniors who
helped us painting murals and
decorating the gym, and those
underclassmen who volunteered
their services, it would have
been impossible to put on such
a successful dance.
Again, many thanks to you
all.
Sincerely,
Wilma Gero and
Richard Johnson
Co-chairmen Ivy Formal

Stuimt
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Ivy Leaves

Year Book Develops From Old
Portraits To Impressive Photos

Italian Prof Attempts To
Make Exams Lucrative
By Anne Berkelman
That time is fast approaching
when dull pencils, empty coffee
cups and blood-shot eyes are
once more in style. Finals are
coming, tra la, tra la. As one
journalistic wit put it, what else
is there to do after the spring
week-end?
To find inspiring words to see
them through the forthcoming
exams, the Pace College Press
interviewed a celebrity whose
advice and opinions are ageless.
Here is the Bard of Stratfordon-Avon on finals.

FIVE

The New Zealand school system recently destroyed 20,999
copies of their school certificate
exam because the 21,000th copy
was missing.
That Italian professor really
gets around.

In the year 1900 Bates College present state, however. By 1902
published
an
unprecedented we find that one of the brighter
book of likenesses under the individuals on campus has
auspices of certain students of noticed the outmoded title page
said college. A massive faculty and has substituted for the
composed of some 15 learned lengthy squib this bit: "A class
gentlemen rose to the occasion volume of portraits, views and
by presenting to these hard sundry reminiscences." Fortuworking students pictures .of nately for this individual the
themselves and some hundred great debt of gratitude he inand one facts to glorify and en- curred will never be paid.
hance their likenesses. The pro- First Mirror
duction represented the unpre1909 marked a milestone for
cedented, here at Bates; truly a
our Mirror, for it was at this
rare and honorable deed in ittime that the title Mirror first
self. And so, with a concise
came into use. Not only that but
"1900" on the cover and a conthe book changed from its slim
cise "Being a collection of cershape to one coming nearer
tain rare and valued portraits of
I to that which we have at pres'1900' Bates — interspersed with
ent. Each leather bound volume
facts related to same" as the
| contained each and every indititle page, the little book came
vidual (including all (?) the
forth as the ancestor of today's
professors') lengthy activity lists
lovely leather and gold Mirror.
and personal histories concerning
Much was needed for full de- their origin and other factors of
velopment of the book into its interest.

so worth of tracing. And so, sir,
in all humility, and with the
foreknowledge I'll get no byline,
I hereby make a .standing offer
to Dr. William Sawyer, sir, of a
free coke or ice cream (10c variety) for just one photograph
with a smile for some Mirror of
the future.

Records Years
One may travel through the
years right up to the present
with these Afirrors: 1919, when
the war ends; 1926, of recent
fame; 1929, the stock crash; the
depression; the second world
war; and the present with our
Commeni-On-Avon
1956 Mirror. Joyce Teachout, editor of our 1956 Mirror, has done
The fellow who hasn't studied:
a little breaking of traditions
He hath never fed of the
And finally from the Tech
dainties that are bred in a
herself, let's not forget. Many
News this story told about one
book;
hours of work developed for the
He hath not eat paper, as it of their more agile professors.
seniors a Mirror truly to be
were; he hath not drunk ink. He said to the class, "Watch the
proud of. Its new and impressive
The
cooperative
class-mate board, please, and
I'll
go
photograph set-up and directory
across the aisle:
through it again."
in the back; and its pages of
Out of my lean and low ability
I'll lend you something.
1913 marked the entrance into photographs, even tucking in a
But the proctor caught him
the Mirror of an individual who few extra for good measure.
cheating:
we are told was nicknamed
Yes, we here at Bates may
"Bill". Your reporter really put righteously be proud of this picThou canst not say I did it;
never shake
himself out at this point (did a torial diary now more than 50
Thy gory locks at me.
little work, as it were) and gave years old and getter better every
After the exam is over:
(Editor's note: In connecOn the lovely island of Aschia "Bill" the benefit of an hour or year.
I am afraid to think what I
in the Bay of Naples, they lived
tion with the "News in Hehave done;
for a year, giving Mr. Taglibue an play he has a different adven- so spurred on by the warm review" appearing in this issue,
Look on't again I dare not.
opportunity to concentrate on ture, and whether it is in the ception the plays received at
You learn your marks:
we here reprint one of the
writing. He and his wife took dark forest or in the land of the Bates last winter, when her own
When sorrows come, they
outstanding feature stories
several trips to Germany, Eng- sea-horse, each adventure helps hand-made stuffed felt puppets
come not single spies,
printed in the STUDENT
land, and Paris, for a month ex- Mario to grow.
But in battalions.
were used for the first time, that
changing houses with a friend
earlier in the year.)
she was encouraged to make the
Scanizxi
Helps
Mario
who lived in the Latin Quarter.
large, varied collection .she has
Room-And-Board Graxie
"Scanizzi,"
a
sort
of
HuckleBy Allison Mann
Kabuki Influences Puppets
A professor at the University
berry Finn, appears in the plays now. Mrs. Taglibue it selling
Color, imagination and poetry
of Turin, Italy, recently came
While in Paris, they saw Mar- to help Mario. "The Professor" made-to-order puppets at $3.50
up with a novel way to beat the fill the Tagliabue puppet shows. cel Marceau, a well-known pan- is a scholarly, dusty-looking in- each.
The Taglibues have other inhigh cost of living. He sold 1800 Reflected in their shows is the tomimist who had just finished dividual, kind, but crazy, as he
copies of the questions he was Tagliabues' deep interest in art a successful tour in New York. asks his pupils to spell Constan- terests in artistic fie'lds. His wife
teaches children's art classes two
planning to use on his next ex- and their rich background of Marceau's vivid portrayals of tinople backwards.
amination.
The only trouble travel.
both humorous and pathetic
The Friendly Young Lion, with afternoons a week in modeling
with his scheme was that the
Although he came to America characters later helped influence his great tousled mane, has to l™* painti"g' ^r Taglibue has
local police didn't approve. This at the age of four. Prof John A. the Taglibue pupper shows.
have Mario teach him how to had a number of his poems published
in
Poetry
Magazine,
solved his financial worries, Taglibue went back to Italy sevStill another influence on their roar. In contrast to Mr. and Mrs.
however. He now gets his room | eral times as a boy. The year be- work was the "Kabuki" or Japa- Seaweed, a stringy, snarling Quarto, and Hobart Review.
and board at the expense of the fore his marriage he spent at
His latest article in the Pupnese theater. Like Marceau, the couple, is the Sea-horse, musician
taxpayers.
Lebanon. Syria, and taught at Kabuki is exaggerated, theatrical and philosopher of the sea, who petry Journal about the possithe American University of and purposely not naturalistic, is pure white with benevolent bilities of the puppet theater, exBeirut.
plains the Taglibues' enjoyment
expressing not everyday life, but blue eyes.
of their hobby. They like espeintense
emotion.
Describing
the
Receive
Warm
Reception
Live In Paris
cially the opportunity for imagiKabuki actor's long wig of hair
After they were married, they
The Taglibues enjoy giving nation, freedom, and creativity
which he swings wildly during the
went to Pullman, Washington, to
performances. Mrs. Taglibue was it affords.
performance,
Mrs.
Tagliabue
the State College of Washington.
commented, "You really feel
Then came two years at Alfred
they're communicating
someUniversity in New York. Under a
LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS
by Dick Bibler
thing."
Fullbright Scholarship, in June,
1950, they left for two years in Mario Is Born
\
Florence, where Mr. Taglibue
Their
enthusiasm
for
puppetry
Lewiston
83 Lisbon St.
taught at the University of Pisa. was first aroused by several pup-1
pet shows, which their children
loved, performed 1n the Jardin de
Luxembourg. An Italian sculptor,
who was living with them at the
time, and who was also interested in the subject, made them sev- ]
eral puppets out of papier mache.
Junior Practices Thrift
Bits from here an' there:
from the Miami Student:
Girls who give up all their
time
To write a stuffy thesis
May have to give up love and
joy
And be content with nieces.

Tagliabue Puppets Make
New, Appealing Hobby

TRY

OUR

SUNDAES

—

MALTEDS

OR JUST PLAIN VANILLA AND CHOCOLATE
THEY ARE

DAIRY JOY • • •

DELICIOUS

While still interested and inspired, Mr. Taglibue wrote a se*
ries of 12 plays, centered about a
character named Mario. In each
Invisible Marking at

STECKINO HOTEL and CAF]

Judkins Laundry, Inc.

Have You Tried

George W. Tufts, Mgr.

Steckino's Original Pizza Pies?

High Quality

Serving Italian and American Foods

Steaks - Chops - Salads

Dry Cleaning

Our Specialty
104 MIDDLE STREET
LEWISTON
Dial 4-4151
"For Your Health's Sake Eat at Steckino's"

SAME DAY SERVICE
If In By 9 a. m.
Next to Lewiston Post Office
193 Middle St.

Dial 2-6001

'HEY. BOLlVARi-IVe FOUND ANOTHER ■SPECIMEN"
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Bobcats Rally To Defeat Bowdoin
4-2 As Jack Throws Four-Hitter
By Norm Levine
The sports record for 1955-56 has been completed. Fom
one viewpoint, it was not as successful a year as one might
have expected. It was, however, a year of more thrills,
excitement, and a greater output of spirit which has marked
the slow, but steady rise of Bates back into athletic prominence.
The football team, though sporting a mediocre 2-5 record, was one which was known as a spoiler, a team to
watch. Against Maine, one of the top-flight teams in the
area, the Bobcats showed what they could do. Even though
they came out on the short end of a 15-13 game, they left
the Black Bear a battered and bruised pelt.
The basketball team gave its fans a present of two wins
over arch-rival Colby, an eye-opening feat, and proceeded
to nail down second place in State Series. The tennis team,
for the first time in two decades took first place in the state.
Even though they were tied for first with Colby, they soundly trounced the Mules twice.
With the lineups of all the athletic squads loaded with
freshmen and sophomores, the outlook for the coming years
is highly optimistic. Only the dark cloud of the many who
flunk out or leave school for other reasons darkens the
bright and sunny prospects.
To sum up, I would like to quote an oft-quoted phrase
which exemplifies the spirit and pluck shown on the athletic field of Bates this year. "It's not whether you win or
lose, but how you play the game."

Carroll Pitches
Maine 6-0 Over
'Cat Baseballers
by Bob Pearson
Behind the two-hit pitching of
sophomore Jim Carroll,
the
Maine pastimers took a 6-0 decision from the Bates Bobcats on
a windy afternoon at -Garcelon
Field last Thursday.
The loss eliminated Bates
from the State Series Championship and left the title to be
fought for between Maine and
Colby, who is currently leading
the circuit. Bob Martin and
Ralph Davis were the only Garnet men to get hits.

Scores Unearned Runs
Maine got two unearned runs
in the first inning on three Bates
errors. Ronnie Ranco and Tiger
Soychak scored the two runs on
infield outs as the Bobcat infield
missed a double play attempt
which would have ended the
inning.
In the top half of the fourth
inning the Bears scored again.
Don Beattie led off with a triple
Wajsh turned in top perform- and later scored on another Bobances. Walsh collected two hits cat miscue.
and scored three runs, while Mancini Clears Bases
Maine added three more runs
Neff lashed out three safeties
and tallied twice himself.
in the eighth inning when John
Mancini delivered a base-clearM.C.I. Game
In their third contest Bates ing double. This was the only
ran up against a hard-hitting hit of the inning for Maine, but
M.C.I, club and suffered their three Bates errors contributed
first defeat nine to one. Finnie's greatly to this three run inning
fine pitching performance was which ended the scoring for the
marred by loose defensive play day at 6-0.
in the infield. Finnie, nevertheThe men from Orono tallied
less, collected two of the four six runs, but everyone of them
Bates hits and drove in their was unearned. The 'Cats made
nine errors in all and this was
only run.
the decisive factor in the game.
S. Portland Game
Bates, making good use of Give Up Only 5 Hits
their nine safeties, next manThe three Bates pitchers, Bill
aged to defeat South Portland Snider, Dave Colby, and Fred
High School twelve to seven. Jack, gave up only five hits, but
The Bobkittens used clever base- the bad fielding covered up this
running and hustling baseball to fact.
forge into the lead. Sawin MilCarroll pitched a good game as
let, slick fielding
shortstop,
he went all the way giving up
stroked out two singles in startthree walks and striking out
(Continued on page ten)
seven Bobcats, getting three of
these in the second inning when
he struck out the side. The Bates
pitchers gave up five walks and
struck out three between them.

Jayvees Top Deering 4-1;
Compile 5-2 Season Mark
By Tom Johnson
With the season completed,
the Bates J.V.s compiled a five
and two record. They defeated
Thornton Academy, Lewiston,
Edward Little, South Portland
and Deering, losing only to
MCI and Bridgton Academy.
Thornton Game
In the firsfc game of the season, the Bobkittens pulled out a
five to two victory over a strong
Thornton Academy team. Bob
Finnie starred both on the
mound and at the plate. While
twirling a nifty three hitter,
Finnie aided his own cause with
a timely hit. He walloped a
bases-clearing double to put the
home team in the lead to stay.
Edward Little Game
The next encounter found the
Bates men romping to a seventeen to two victory over Edward
Little High School. In a game
in which every Bates player saw
action, Wally Neff and Dave

Pastimers Win Four, Lose
Nine For Season Record
By Pete Ailing
The Garnet baseball team ended up their season with a 4-9
won-lost record. This, however,
does not indicate the caliber of
ball played by the 'Cats.
Many of the games could have
gone either way and many excellent pitching performances were,
therefore, lost in the shuffle. A
summary of the season follows:
Bowdoin Game
The 'Cats opened the season
April 19 down in Brunswick
where they dropped a 7-3 decision to the Bowdoin pastimers.
Portside Fred Jack, the first of
three
Garnet
hurlers,
was
plagued by shaky fielding and
weak hitting on the part of his
mates. Only third sacker Bob
Martin, who collected two of the
four safeties, showed much in
the way of offensive power.
Rain and wet grounds proceeded to strike out the intend-

Davis Hits
ed games with Brandeis, New
Ralph Davis got the first GarHampshire, and Maine, all home net hit with a clean smash to
dates for the Garnet nine.
center in the third inning, but
was left stranded there.
Quonset Game
In the ninth inning Bob Martin
An improvement in their hitting was shown a week later
when the Bobcats visited the
Quonset Naval Air Station. However, their nine bingles and six
runs were not quite enough to
overtake the hosts' eight runs.
Catcher Paul Perry garnered a
double and a pair of singles,
while outfielders Dud Davis and
Al DeSantis had a brace of singles. Bill Snider, who followed
starting pitcher Dave Colby and
Norm Jason to the hill, looked
impressive in finishing up the
final two frames.'
Northeastern Game
The next day at Northeastern
found the 'Cats spanking the
Huskies 7-3 on the strength of
Jack's grand slam home run and
(Continued on page eight)

Congratulations to
the entire
Student Body
Thank you for your
patronage here
Good luck to all the
Seniors
Hope to see the
Underclass Men and
Women next year
Thank You
GEORGE ROSS
class of 1906

Freddy Jack's four hit game
was good enough to give the
Bobcats a 4-2 victory over Bowdoin Polar Bears. This was one
of Jack's better games of the
season as he bested Tom Fraser
who was on the mound for the
Brunswick visitors.
Desaniis Drives In Run
Broken for a run in each of
the first two innings, Jack
strung together seven straight
scoreless rounds thereafter, limiting Bowdoin to a pair of rocketing doubles by Billy Linscott.
Bates caught up with a twosome in the third via two walks,
a steal, hit and error, and Al
Desantis drove in the odd run
with a sixth-inning single after
Norm Clarke reached third on
catcher Bud Stover's overthrow.
Flynn Doubles
Clarke dribbled one in front
of the plate that Stover picked
up and threw into right field for
a three base error. Desantis supplying the hit which drove in the
run.
Al was out stealing, but Bob
Martin walked to put the insurance tally aboard, moving
around on an out and Bryan
Flynn's two-bagger to right.
Carletti Scores
,
Two walks and a single, plus
an unsuccessful fielder's choice
cost Jack a first-inning counter
and another base on balls, an out
and Pete Rigby's single produced number two.
Phil Carletti walked, and stole
got a scratch hit single, but the
'Cats still couldn't get a run
across. This was the only inning
in which the Garnet could get a
base-runner as far as second base.
Carroll In Control
Carroll was in complete control all the way and earned a
well-deserved
victory.
Dave
Colby, who pitched the first six
innings, was credited with the
loss.
Maine
ab h o a
Ranco, rf
5
2 2
0
Soychak, 2b
3
13 2
List, cf
5
0
3
0
Mancini, 3b
4
10 2
Beattie, lb
4
19
1
Toothaker, If
0
0
10
Davis, If
3 0
0 0
Scribner, ss
3 0
11
Folsom, ss
0
0 0 0
Locicero, c
4 0
8 0
Carroll, p
3
0
0 3
(Continued on page ten)

to open the Bobcat third, taking
third when Stover's throw went
into center field, and scored on
Ralph Davis' grounder.
Clarke Singles Davis In
Reaching on a fielder's choice,
Davis stole and came in with
the tying run on Clarke's single
to deep shortstop.
Bates totaled six hits. Both
Jack and Fraser walked five, the
former striking out six while
Fraser struck out three. Bates
played without a defensive error
and Bowdoin was charged with
three.
Of the Bears' five hits, three
were for extra bases. The game
was one of the quickest played
games of the year, taking only a
little over two hours.
The summary:
o
a
Bowdoin
ab h
fCreider, 2
5
1
4 3
Rigby. 3
4
1
3 4
o
3
1
0
Linscott, If
Stover, cf
4 0
3
3
4 0
1
0
Shepard, cf
Harris, 1
3
0 8
1
0
0
0 0
Curtis, c
3
0 2
1
Libby, ss
0 0 0 0
3reene, rf
Velser, rf
2
0
1
0
Fraser, p
2 0
1
1
1
0 0 0
Clark*
31
4 24 13
Totals
a
Bales
ab h o
2
1
4 0
Davis, cf
4
0 2 0
Moraes, rf
4
1
0
3
Clarke, ss
4
1
5
1
DeSantis. c
3
1
0
5
Martin, 3
4
1 11
0
Tobin, 1
2
4
1
1
Flynn. 2
2
0
3 0
Carletti, If
2
0 0 2
Jack, p
Totals
29 6 27 12
•Struck out for Fraser. 9th
Bowdoin
110 000 000—2
Bates
002 002 OOx—4
R:
Kreider, Veiser, Davis,
Clarke, Martin, Carletti. E: Stover 2, Libby. RBI: Rigby, Harris,
Davis, Clarke, Desantis, Flynn.
2B: Linscott 2, Flynn. SB: Kreider, Davis 3, Tobin. Carletti.
SH: Fraser. LOB: Bowdoin 8,
Bates 6. BB: Jack 5, Fraser 5.
SO: Jack 6, Fraser 3. Umps:
Boisvert, Lizotte. Time: 2:20.

Notice
All men or women who
are interested in becoming
members of the STUDENT
sports staff, or in writing occasionally in that section,
should contact Norm Levine,
Pete Ailing, or Ed Gilson
before leaving school. These
men will also furnish any
information if so desired. No
previous writing experience
is necessary for the job.

BOSTON TEA STORE
Food Gifts and Snacks
249 MAIN STREET

LEWISTON

Suffolk University Law School
20 Derne Street
Boston 14, Massachusetts
Approved by the American Bar Association
COEDUCATIONAL

DAY and EVENING PROGRAMS

Offers full-time and part-time programs
leading to the Bachelor of Laws Degree.
Fall term begins September 24, 1956
Catalogues furnished on request
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'Cats Tie For State Championship
WAA Ends Successful Season; Thinclads End Netsters Top Colby 5-4;
Highlights Added To Program Season With 5-6 End Season With 7-4 Mark
Bates 7 - Maine 2
By Betty Drum
between dorms, an elimination Win-Loss Record The Bobcat tennis team came
Singles
on with a rush in the last week

Another season of women's
sports has come to a close, and
this year's program can be truly
called a successful one. Many
old traditions have been carried
out in their full splendor, and
many new highlights have been
added to the W.A.A. program.
Perhaps a brief resume would
be helpful to remind us what
W.A.A, has done for the student
body during the 1955-56 season.

tournament was held to determine the best team on campus.
After two fiercely fought games,
the combo of Hacker-Wilson
emerged as the triumphant victors. They did it the hard way
by beating both of the Parkers.

The Garnet Thinclads hung | and a half of, their schedule and Meilen (B) d. Mott (M) 6-2, 3-6,
6-4
up their spikes for the 55-56 sea- ended up in a tie with Colby for
Feinsot (B) d. Bettar (M) 6-2,
son with a 5-6 record. Over the the State Championship.
6-0
indoor stretch the tracksters
The Garnet ended up with a Miller (B) d. Adler (M) 6-3, 9-7
dropped dual meets to Bowdoin, 7-4 record, losing only two Steinberg (B) d. Janicola (M)
6-4, 6-4
Maine, Northeastern, and Tufts, matches in State Series compeParker (B) d. McKowan (M) 6-1,
while garnering wins over New tition, to Bowdoin 8-1, and
6-4
Hampshire and Providence Col- Maine 6-3. The 'Cats also lost 2-7 Khoury (M) d. Werner (B) 6-1,
Hold High-School Playday
6-1
to B. U., and 3-6 to New HampEarly in the new year of 1956 lege.
Doubles
shire.
W.A.A. held a high school play- Win Outdoors
Mott and Bettar (M) d. Meilen
The
seven
wins
were:
7-2
over
day for the neighboring small
and Steinberg (B) 6-1, 6-3
With the coming of the warm
high schools. This was done in weather, Coach Walt Slovenski's M.I.T., 7-2 over Babson, 7-2 over Feinsot and Miller (B) d. Adler
and Janicola (M) 7-5, 7-5
Play Field Hockey
a civic spirit and was a success forces ground into high gear, for Tufts, and 6-3 over Colby twice, Pickard
and Parker (B) d. McMaine,
and
Bowdoin.
as far as the Bates co-eds were after losing by 2Va points to
Kowan and Khoury (M) 6-4,
Early in the fall the fall seaThe summaries of this week's
concerned.
6-4
Union they won a convincing
son opened with the ever-popuaction follow:
victory
in
the
annual
QuadranBates 5 - Colby 4
On Leap Day weekend, Feb.
lar field hockey. Four teams
Bates 6 - Bowdoin 3
gular
Meet,
downing
Vermont,
Singles
fought furiously for about two 29-Mar. 1, the annual ski trip
Singles
months, and some of the better was taken to Jackson, N. H. A Colby and Middlebury. The sea- Gardner (Bo) d. Meilen (B) 6-1, Marshall (C) d. Meilen (B) 7-5,
1-6, 6-2
players even joined the Maine group of about 20 girls went and son ended with a fine showing Feinsot (B) d. Thome (Bo) 6-4, Feinsot (B) d. Bishop (C) 6-4,
though
a
loss
against
a
larger
were
instructed
at
the
ski
school.
Field Hockey Club.
8-6
experienced
Bowdoin Miller' (B) d. Podvell (Bo) 4-6, Shute (C) d. Miller (B) 7-9, 6-4,
They came back with a healthy more
On October 22, immediately
6-0
6-1, 7-5
winter wind-burn and lots of squad.
after the Homecoming football
6-0, 6-2
Steinberg (B) d. Wheeler (Bo),
good stories about the trip.
The Cats will lose two seniors
Steinberg (B) d. Reinmund (C)
14-12, 6-1
game, W.A.A. sponsored a Back(B) d. Timkin (C) 8-6,
In early March one of the through graduation: Captain Jim Parker (B) d. Weston (Bo), 6-2, Parker
to-Bates coffee for alumni. This
4-6, 7-5
6-4
Riopel
and
weightman
"Woody"
biggest
events
on
the
W.A.A.
was the first year that the SeCrane (Bo) d. Pickard (B) (de- Darroch (C) d. Werner CB) H-9,
6-3
fault — hurt knee)
niors were invited, and it proved calendar took place — Health Parkhurst.
Doubles
Doubles
Week. During the week several Lose Only Two Seniors
to be very successful.
Mott and Bettar (Bo) d. Meilen Marshall and Bishop (B) d. Meievents were held, namely, the
Riopel has been a consistent
len and Steinberg 1-6, 6-4,
and Steinberg (B) 6-1, 6-3
In November a group of girls
all-star basketball game, a fruit winner over the past few sea- Feinsot and Miller (B) d. Adler
6-4
attended the sports' day at Farmsale in the dorms, a libe display, sons. The distance runner, who
and Janicale (Bo) 7-5, 7-5
Feinsot and Miller (B) d. Shutz
ington and were treated to a
and Reinmund (C) 8-6, 6-3
the Freshman fashion show, and, began his track career at Bates, Pickard and Parker (B) d. Mcvery nice time. An open house
Kowan and Khoury (Bo) Parker and Weiner d. Timkin
of course, Betty Bates competi- has been frequently called upon
and Lansing 11-9, 11-9
6-4, 6-4
was also held at the Union to
tion. The new Betty Bates for to double in events, never failing
acquaint the Freshman with its
1956-57 is Miss Jo Trogler, cur- to put out that extra winning effacilities; this proved to be very
rently a sophomore.
fort.
timely.
Elect Officers
Parkhurst, a mainstay in the
Inaugurate Ping-Pong
During all-campus election the weight department, has given
Just before Christmas vacafollowing were chosen as the Bates the much needed depth
The Garnet Golfers headed for any points.
tion, W.A.A. challenged Stu-G to new V/.A.A. officers: President, and scoring punch in several
Thus far during the season
down
the final lap of the 1956
a volleyball game. Sad to say,
Judy Larkin;
vice-president. field events.
Spring Golf Season, losing twice the Bobcat linkmen have won
W.A.A. was conquered by the Janie Nangle; secretary, Betty
While the Cats will be weaker during the week to Maine and only one game, that a 17-11 vicparliamentarians. Then the win- Drum; and treasurer, Mary Sinin
the distances and need depth Bowdoin.
tory over Clark. Four successive
ter season started. Not only was
nott. This group alter chose the in the sprints, the future looks
Pete Stevens was the only times the Garnet was shut out
there basketball and skiing, but following girls to be members
bright.
Bobcat to garner a point as the in 7-0 victories by Maine, Bowthis year a new tournament was
of the Board: Peggy Leask, ArSeveral "first year" boys have 'Cats dropped a 6-1" decision to doin, Boston University, and
inaugurated — a
ping - pong
lene Gardner, Judy Granz, Barb strengthened the Garnet field
the Maine linksmen. T,eClaire Colby. Rhode Island also owns
tournament.
Stetson, Mary Ann Houston, events and others are showing
and Getchell both shot 76's to a 7-0 victory over the 'Cats.
Of course, the basketball sea- Betty Kinney, and Becky Fere- promise in the track events.
lead the Pale Blue to their sec- Schmutz and Golden Low
son was as active as usual. Af- tos. This group took office immeCaptain Schmutz and Freshond
consecutive victory over
Frosh Strengthen Team
ter the normal round of games
(Continued on page eight)
man Roy Golder were the conBates.
High jumper Pete Gartner has
sistant low scorers for Bates and
won consistently in his specialty Stevens Wins Point
when the 'Cats gained a point
Bowdoin
completely
swamped
and has shown equal promise in
the home linkmen copping every it was usually one of the two
the broad jump, a new event for
available point for a relatively who accomplished the feat.
him.
Others who shot good golf
easy
7-0
victory.
Charley
Weightman, dashman, broad- Schmutz's 83 was low score for only to lose to much better and
jumper, John Fresina, a sopho- the 'Cats but not good enough
(Continueu on page eight)
fpBEPOSITORS
more in his first Bates season has
T^K* Trust Company
racked up points in eight differomasa
tafJlU Boo"!** H«Qf FvM.FfMfflft.tv** I
ent events. His versatility and
Iwiton litton Fjib M**K* HKMW FI
Sho**!*) WMoMxo «**«■■ CM*ability promise still more suc*——
cess for the Cats.
A companion in the weights,
Jim Wheeler, has shown plenty
bad throw, Morissey holding at
By Norm Clarke
of "stuff" in the shot-put. WheelIt was fireballing Pel Brown second as right fielder Dick Morer, the only Bates entry in the in command all the way as Col- aes quickly backed up the play.
recent New Englands placed by closed out the Bobcats' sea- But on the very next pitch
among a top notch field with a son with a no hit, 1 to nothing Stinneford and Morrissey pulled
neat 46' 2" toss.
game, clenching the state title off a double steal, and then
Two returning veterans, Jim at the Waterville campus last Morrissey came home on a sacMcGrath and Bill Neuguth, have Saturday afternoon.
rifice fly.
gotten a heavy share of Bates'
As can be expected, Brown
Right hander
Bill
Snider
tallies during the last season.
pitched what was about the best was never in any really serious
(Continued on page ten)
game thrown by the Bobcat staff trouble, with only one person
all
season, but Brown just getting beyond first base, when
. . • Finest In . ..
seemed to come in with the Brian Flynn reached third after
two were out in the 8th inning.
right pitch at the right time.
The tough right hander gave up
Morrisey Scores
Although
none of Colby's only three walks and two others
We specialize in
three hits were really solidly hit, reached on errors, otherwise the
BIRTHDAY CAKES
heads up base running earned base paths were clear of traffic.
Our Specialty
and
them the margin of victory in Snider Pitches Well
PASTRIES OP ALL KINDS the eighth inning. In that fateIt was almost an identical picORDERS TO TAKE OUT . . . DELIVERY SERVICE
For Parties
ful frame second baseman Mor- ture in the case of Snider, who
Delivery Upon Request
issey opened with a bloop sin- also was superb in keeping men
Dial 2-2061
Opp. Post Office Tel. 2-6645 gle to left-center, Neil Stinne- off the bases. In his case, be54 Ash Street
ford topped a roller out in front sides the fair hits, he walked
107 MAIN STREET
LEWISTON. MAINE
(Continued on page eleven)
of the plate and reached on a

Linksters Close Season;
Lose To Maine, Bowdoin

--..,.......-■

•

Colby Wins On No-Hitter;
Brown Defeats Snider 1-0

"—■• '«

MJM A*I MT«M

THE GROTTO
RESTAURANT

ITALIAN FOODS
Pizzas and Ravoli

DRAPER'S
BAKERY

2P»
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Baseballers Lose To Colby 1-0;
Brown's No-Hitter Edges Snider

News In Review
(Continued from page two)

(Continued from page six)
his fine pitching performance,
which was highlighted by eight
strikeouts. Again Snider was
called upon to put out a late
inning fire. Appearing in the ninth
stanza, Bill quickly struck out
the side. Freshman shortstop,
Norm Clarke, led the offensive
barrage with three singles and a
walk. Initial sacker, Dick Ayotte,
paced Northeastern with his
three bingles and smooth defensive work.

Prof. Lavinia M. Schaeffer casts Virginia Fedor as the chauffeur's daughter and Robert Damon as Linus, a typical successful business man who preserves his cherished bachelorhood in "Sabrina Fair," the Robinson Players' first production of the year.

A student jazz combo performs at one of the many dances
held in Chase Hall during the year.
(Continued on page nine)

WAA Season

Linksters End Year

(Continued from page seven)
diately after the^Old-New Banquet.
In early May the annual swim
club show was held under the
direction of Cappy Parker and
Mary Sinnott, co-directors of the
club. For two nights the girls
splashed around in the Auburn
Y pool, giving the best performance ever seen at Bates. They
truly deserved the applause they
were so richly given both nights.
Attend Conference
This spring Judy Larkin and
Betty Kinney attended the A. F.
C. W. conference at Jackson College. Next year's conference will
be held in Nebraska, and W.A.A.
hopes to send a delegate.
Ending the season with a bang
was the annual Awards Banquet.
Over 150 girls attended, a good
many of them receiving awards.
The coveted Senior awards were
won by Cappy Parker, Dee
Hirst, and Nancy Mills. The evening and the season was brought
to a successful close by some excellent slides furnished by Dr.
Fairfield.
This year of 1955-56 was great,
but next year promises to be
even greater in W.A.A., the Women's Athletic Association.

(Continued from page seven)
tougher competition were Bob
Williams, a two year veteran of
the squad, Pete Stevens and
Dick Glass, and two freshman
golfers, Ross Deacon and Tom
Hawkins.
Veterans Returning
The fact that three freshmen
plus. Captain Schmutz and Bob
Williams are returning next year
shows much promise for next
Spring matches. The 'Cats need
a man who can climb down from
the 80's to the 70's consistantly if
they are to win matches.
The Garnet record to date is
one win and ten losses. The
State Tourney, held previous to
this issue but not to this article,
was held at Bowdoin.

Colby Game
In their final State Series exhibition game, the ' Leaheymen
dropped a 7-4 decision at the
hands of the Colby Mules. Dave
Colby, side-arming fastballer,
pitched the first six innings for
Bates and was touched for as
many runs before giving way to
Snider, who finished up once
more. Clarke's defensive play at
short and his two hits along with
Bob Martin's circuit blast and
single highlighted the losers' attack. Righthander Bob Judd of
Colby went the distance, giving
up nine hits and three free
passes. The saddest note of this
game was the season's loss of
Capt. Bob Dunn, who injured his
shoulder in an attempt to break
up a doubde play at second.
•
Bowdoin Game
A five run first inning proved
too much for the 'Cats as Bowdoin drew first blood in State Series play with a 12-3 verdict.
Jack, the ace of the mound staff,
was hit hard as was the previously effective Snider, who relieved
the southpaw in the second
stanza. Only Norm Jason's entrance in the fifth inning was
enough to stem the Black and
White tide for the Cohasset,
Mass., righthander allowed only
one run and three hits over the
last five frames. Lee Dyer, in the
meantime, proved to be effective
in the clutch for the Polar Bears
as he had to work out of continual jams even though he limited the losers to'five bingles.

reliable secutive steals of home. Bob
Martin, in addition to his two
safeties, had two steals of home
Boston U. Game
and one of second. Ralph Davis
The very next day the local collected both of the only other
pastimers found the Boston Uni- hits for the Leaheymen.
versity nine just as tough. The
Mike Baldovski, the Judges'
Terriers' seven-run fourth and losing pitcher, was hampered by
four-run seventh cast the hex on his team's six miscues, the Bobtheir hosts and featured their cats wild baserunning and two of
18-8 victory. Dick Letchen and his own run-producing balks.
Bill Benson teamed up to tame Colby, in the meantime, was aidthe 'Cats by virtue of their ed by his team's tight defensive
steady pitching. Benson was esPlaypecially unfortunate to have his
mates commit seven errors be- Maine Game
The University of Maine behind him which aidea Bates'
eighth and ninth inning rallies, came the 'Cats second straight
which produced all but two of victims, 9-2, by virtue of the
winners' heavy late inning scortheir runs.
B.U. toucher starter Fred Jack ing. Bates scored all of their
and his two successors, Snider runs in the last three frames to
and Colby, for 19 hits while their hand Freddy Jack his second decision of the season. Although the
mates were getting but ten.
Pale Blue collected eight binBrandeis Game
gles, the 'Cats fine defensive play
The
previously
postponed and Jack's ability to bear down
Brandeis game, however, set the when in a jam were sufficient to
Garnet back on the winning trail keep Maine from scoring with
as Dave Colby tossed a neat any regularity.
Dud Davis again figured promthree-hitter in winning 8-3. The
victors stole no less than twelve nently in the batting department
(Continued on page eleven)
bases, three of which were conas the
sticker.

team's

most

LOOK
you re gomgi
/

The left side of the Garnet infield, third baseman Brian Flynn
and shortstop Norm Clarke,
showed their batting prowess by
slapping out two safeties apiece
to lead the club offensively. With
his fine play in this game,
Clarke had established himself

—on your trip home
YOUR FAVORITE
STERLING PATTERNS
In
Towle — Gorham — Lunt
Reed and Barton
International — Wallace
Easy Terms

JEWELERS

•WCCMSt

50 Lisbon St.

bqccd(h

by GREYHOUND
Portsmouth
Boston
Providence
Worcester
Hartford
Springfield
Albany

$2.45
3.75
5.00
4.70
6.60
5.90
8.25
Plus U.S. Tax

New Haven
Bridgeport
Stamford
New York
Philadelphia
Washington
Syracuse
—

$7.10
7.35
7.90
8.25
10.35
13.30
11.40

Big Extra Savings

Dial 4-5241
SHIP YOUR TRUNK and EXTRA BAGGAGE TO YOUR
HOME CITY — FREE — ON YOUR GREYHOUND TICKET

HOWARD JOHNSON'S

TAKE A GREYHOUND ESCORTED TOUR THIS SUMMER

Open Daily Year 'Round
Landmark For Hungry Americans
FULL COURSE MEALS

—

169 MAIN ST.

LIGHT LUNCHES

Dial 2-8924 and 2-8932

Serving Our Famous Ice Cream — 28 Flavors
Portland Road, Auburn, Maine

Tel. 4-7671
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Final Exam Schedule

News In Review

Students Display Creative Ability

(Continued from page eight)

Various groups of Bates students will gather in the Alumni Gym during the next
two weeks to recall the pleasant memories of recent months. They will prepare creative
descriptions of these past experiences which will be presented to the faculty for their entertainment. Those considered masterpieces will be categorized "Able"; others will be
classified "Baker," "Charlie," or "Dog." If necessary additional catergories will be established. The schedule for these meetings and the topics to be considered are as follows:
FRIDAY. MAY 25
8:00 A. M.
Economics 200
Economics 202
English 372
10:15 A. M.
Government 100
Sociology 100
1:15 P. M.
Economics 334
French 142
Geology 214
History 316
Philosophy 256
Physics 332
Spanish 112
SATURDAY, MAY 26
8:00 A. M.
Biology 222
Chemistry 405
French 208
History 226
Physics 301
1:15 P. M.
Economics 302
French 104
German 202
Religion 325
Sociology 382
Spanish 104
MONDAY. MAY 28
8:00 A. M.
Biology 212
English 119
Fine Arts 201
Geology 101
Physics 372
Physics 462
1:15 P. M.
English 202
English 204
3:30 P. M.
Cultural Heritage 402
TUESDAY. MAY 29
8:00 A. M.
Astronomy 100
Chemistry 100

Chemistry 302
English 362
Government 450
Mathematics 412
Religion 212
Sociology 218
1.15 P. M.
Philosophy 200
Religion 100
3:30 P. M.
Biology 111
Psychology 210
WEDNESDAY. MAY 30
8:00 A. M.
Biology 312
Education 231
Government 202
History 228
Music 205
Nursing 440
Secretarial 216
(Libbey Forum)
Speech 222
1:15 P. M.
Education 450
Physics 100
Physics 272
Psychology 201
3:30 P. M.
Secretarial 113
(4:00 section Libbey Forum)
THURSDAY. MAY 31
8:00 A. M.
English 232
English 402
Mathematics 418
1:15 P. M.
Mathematics 102
Secretarial 217
(Libbey Forum)
Sociology 216
Speech 322
FRIDAY, JUNE 1
8:00 A. M.
Biology 412

III
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SUN AND SURF SHOP
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(on our main floor)

You'll find hundreds of famous
name Swim Suits, Shorts, Bermuda's, Beach Robes, etc ... in
our Sunny Shop now relocated
to our Main Floor . . . we invite
you to come in . . . and browse
around . . .

Chemistry 142
Chemistry 316
Chemistry 422
Economics 261
English 312
Geology 411
(Carnegie)
Government 304
Sociology 301
Spanish 324
1:15 P. M.
English 100
3:30 P. M.
German 352
Speech 111
Speech 406

,

Two freshman women pledge themselves to the Honor System during a candlelight ceremony held in the Chapel as
Stu-G board members Glennie, Trogler, Parker, Hirst, Dicksen, and President Felt looks on.

SATURDAY. JUNE 2
8:00 A. M.
German 102
Psychology 250
Spanish 102
1:15 P. M.
French 132
History 376
Mathematics 202
Sociology 402
MONDAY. JUNE 4
8:00 A. M.
Biology 260
Biology 420
Chemistry 216
Government 428
History 216
Mathematics 302
10:15 A. M.
French 102
1:15 P. M.
Cultural Heritage 302
3:30 P. M.
Health 102M
TUESDAY. JUNE 5
8:00 A. M.
Chemistry 318
Economics 305
Geology 202
German 312
History 217
History 232
Philosophy 333
Physics 356
Spanish 222
1:15 P. M.
Biology 214
Chemistry 106
Economics 315
Education 343
French 352
Mathematics 100
Music 202
Phys. Educ. 310M
»
Phychology 415
Secretarial 113
(1:15 section Libbey Forum)

Sophomore Joanne Trogler accepts the 1955-56 Betty Bates
title from last year's winner Marjorie Connell.

Coeds Kent, Collins, Benton, Brooke, Felt, Warfield, and
Perry, who are among the thirteen from Bates who will accompany Dr. Rayborn L. Zerby to Europe next summer, survey a map in anticipation of their tour.

Final examinations in the following courses will be arranged
by the instructors:
French 242
Sociology 326
Spanish 242
Spanish 342
Speech 126
Speech 202

Norris - Hayden
Laundry
Modern Cleaners
Campus Agents
BOB DUNN
PAUL PERRY

Co-chairmen of the Ivy Dance Richard Johnson and Wilma
Gero search through ancient volumes to add a touch of the
exotic to "Arabian Nights".
(Continued on page eleven)
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Placement News

Guidance Office Releases
Final List Of Opportunities

Team Discusses ' Germany Offers Scholarships
Parity Problems I For Graduate Study In 1956-57
Sixty special scholarships of- by the Deutscher Akadcmischer
Of United States fered
by the Federal Republic of Austauschdienst (DAAD).

Robert Harlow and Elvin Kap- Germany are available to Ameri- Awards Include Expenses
Camp Becket-in-the Berkshires, I Ian are debating the U. of Kan- can graduate students for study
Tuition to any institution of
Becket, Mass.; and Camp Abnakiisas on the topic, "Resolved: that in Germany during the 1956-57
higher education in West Geron Lake Champlain in North the federal government should academic year.
many or West Berlin will be
Hero, Vt. New Hampshire camps sustain the prices of major agriThese awards are being given granted in these awards. ExThe Provident Mutual Life In- with openings include Camp cultural products at not less than in reciprocation and gratitude for penses for round-trip travel will
surance Company is seeking jun- Huckins at Ossipee Bay, Camp 90 percent of parity".
American aid in the post-war also be paid. A knowledge of
The Bates debaters are upholdior men interested in a career in Foss at Stratford, Camp Lincoln,
reconstruction of Germany. In the German is a pre-requisite. Stulife insurance. Those selected will near Kingston, Camp Takodah ing the negative side of the ques- United States they will be ad- dents may select any of the subhave an opportunity to prepare in in Richmond, Camp Soangetaha tion.
ministered by the Institute of jects offered. Those majoring in
The speeches are being sent
a sales training program prior in Goshen, and Camp Belknap on
International
Education,
New art and music do not need a deto graduation. For additional in- Lake Winnepesaukee. Informa- from one school to the other by York. N. Y., and in Germany gree to apply for the scholarformation, contact the Placement tion pertaining to specific camps mail, and will later be tape-reships. Applications must be made
may be obtained from Dr. L. corded for radio presentation.
Office.
by June 1, 1956.
Ross Cummins at the Guidance Revises Book
USDA Wants Scientist
The exchange of the students
and Placement Service office.
The debate is being prepared
between
various countries helps
The Southern Utilization Re- Laundry Hires Students
for a new edition of Prof. Brooks
to further understanding and cosearch Branch of the U. S. DeQuimby's book. So You Want to
The Universal Laundry in
operation among different peopartment of Agriculture has
Portland
will hire 20 to 25 col- Discuss and Debate. It is intended
ples.
openings in the Research Service
to serve as an illustration of the
Opposing the theory that the
this summer for asfor chemists, biochemists, and lege,,students
, . . ,__
„._ „ iprinciples of effective debating economic situation of a country Obtain Applications
,. .
„ ,
1 , u
physicists. Positions are filled sembly and shipping, washroom, which
Professor Quimby
de- has a direct relationship to its
Candidates for these awards
and
sales
delivery
work.
Anyone
through Federal Civil Service
scribes
in
the
book.
may
request aplications from the
susceptibiilty
to
Communism,
interested
should
write
to
Henry
examinations. Sophomores and
Since the subject for h;gh President Charles F. Phillips Institute of International EducaLarrabee,
Personnel
Manager,
juniors are selected for probaschool discussion and debate next spoke May 15 before the Bing- tion, 1 East 67th Street, New
tional appointments as trainees Universal Laundry, Inc., 307 year is the farm problem, the de- hampton, N. Y, Chapter of the York 21, N. Y„ or at the Instifor summer work. After gradu- Cumberland Avenue, Portland. bate also will serve to point up
The Carrollton Manufacturing some of the issues involved, for American Association of Univer- tute's regional offices in Chicago,
ation they may be promoted to
111., Denver, Colo., Houston, Tex.,
Company has opportunities for the benefit of high school stu- sity Women.
junior scientist positions.
students to earn money during dents preparing debates on the
Dr. Phillips stated that an ad- Los Angeles, Calif., San FranInterested persons should apply school and to become indepenvance in the standard of living cisco. Calif., or Washington, D. C.
to the 8th Civil Service Region, dent dealers in stainless steel subject.
of an underdeveloped nation
1114 Commerce Street, Dallas, products. For complete details I
does not automatically decrease
Tex. For further information write to William Curry, Jr., Jayvee rjaseballers
Track Season
the danger of Communism.
about career opportunities at the Sales Manager, Carlton Division,
.
(Continued from page seven)
Compares Economics
_
„.
.,
, ,
_
(Continued from Fpage six)
Southern Branch write to Dr. C. Carrollton
Manufacturing Com- .
, *
McGrath, when recovered from
_,
...
_..
ing some run producing rallies.
H. Fisher, Chief, Southern Utili- panv, Carrollton,
In establishing his hypothesis, early injuries, began to roll up
Ohio.
.,
*
,.
,
T
Norm Jason,
who relieved start- he pointed to the fact that the
zation Research Branch, 1100
'•the ribbons" in the 440 and 220
er Bob Finnie, was credited with per capita income in Communist
Robert E. Lee Boulevard, New
yd. dashes.
the win.
Orleans 19, La.
Yugoslavia is three times as high
Maine Game
Neuguth has literally hurdled
Lewiston Game
as that in the Philippine RepubYMCA Seeks Counselors
his way to success and has
(Continued from page six)
last Thursday the J.V.s jour- lic which is considered an ally
There are several openings in Bates
ab h 0 a neyed to Lewiston High School of the free world. He also com- picked up tallies in the 100 yd.
state and county YMCA camps Davis, cf
4
1 4 1 to face their nearby rivals. Once pared Mexico's low income to dash as well.
in New England for college-age Moraes, rf
Pete Wes Wicks found him4 0 0 0 again the Bobkitten mound ace, that of Russia which is twice as
counselors. These include Camp Clarke, ss
self in the half-mile and proved
2 0 3 1 Bob Finnie, showed brilliantly in large.
Hazen, Chester, Conn.; the Maine DeSantis, c
.
...
it to all concerned with several
4 0 3
1 the clutch. When the hard
Other factors important in de- > .
State YMCA Camp, Winthrop; Martin, 3b
4
1
2 2 fought contest was over, the
termining the acceptance or re-1
2 0 6 0
Tobin, lb
Right behind Wicks comes
scoreboard read Bates six, Lew- jection of Communism by a na2 0 3 0 iston three.
lb
Stu-G Contemplates Dailey,
tion are the attitude of the lead- frosh Fred Bragdon who has
3 0 5 4
Flynn, 2nb
ers, the spread of education, and become a real scoring threat
2 0
1 0 Deering Game
wi,h his ra d
Controling Women's Carletti, If
P' improvement.
The last game saw Norm Ja- the economic and political op-!
Colby, p
2 0 0 2
portunities
open
to
its
youth.
"If
son
lead
the
J.V.s
to
a
4-1
vicOutlook
Good
for '56-'57
0 0 0 1
Registration Of Cars Snider, p
tory
over
Deering
High
with
these
factors
are
favorable,"
he
Maynard
Whitehouse
and
Jack, p
0 0 0 1
At a luncheon meeting last xPerry
0 0 0 some nifty pitching to end the concluded, "even a poor nation Bruce Farquhar are a pair of
1
Wednesday, Stu-G discussed the
will shun Commuism."
x—struck out for Snider, 8th | season on a high note.
versatile scorers in the middle to
possibilities of taking over the
long distance races, both pulling
registration of cars belonging to
off surprise races during the
the women. It considered the mespring outings.
chanics of such a system, the
Other frosh with potential and
penalties for violation, and gen(Continued from page one)
IB.D. degree in 1933, and his Colo., where she acted as super- the possible future of the squad
eral rules. .
Moscow, Russia, he studied at MA. and Ph.D. from the U. of visor.
in their hands are Jim Graham,
In 1939. she published her first Dick Dube. Dave Erdman. and
Stu-G also examined sugges- the Moscow Conservatory, the Michigan in 1945 and 1952,
tions for hazing and Freshman Academy of Music in Berlin, and respectively. He holds an hon- book entitled Red Dory. Her Ben Getchell.
Hanover later
efforts
produced such j
Rules in conjunction with the was graduated from the Liszt iorary degree from
With a few breaks and a good
works as The Owen Boys. 1947;'
proposal by Stu-C to coordinate Academy of Music in Budapest' College.
freshman turnout next year the
Ordained as a minister in Island Summer, 1949; Thad\
in 1930. He came to this counthe two groups.
Bobcats might well improve on a
1933. Dr. Richardson served as Owen.
1950;
Herbert,
1950,
try
in
1930
and
studied
at
the
Following the final meeting tohealthy 5-6 record.
pastor of the First Baptist which was selected by the New
night, the newly chosen advisers Curtis Institute of Musk.
He made his debut as a pian- Church of Herkimer, N. Y., from York Herald Tribune for special
will be entertained at a dessert
DRY CLEANSING
ist
with the Berlin Philharmonic 1934 to 1945; and of Jackson, recognition; The Life of LaFayin the Women's Union.
Orchestra in 1921. Since his de- Mich., 1945 to 1949, leaving ette. 1952; Story of Anthony',
SERVICE
but he has won acclaim as a there to assume his present Wayne, 1953; More Fun With]
Tel. 4-7326
Herbert . 1954; His Indian
artist and has made ex- position.
Cub Packs Convene concert
Call
and Delivery
He was initiated into the Brother. 1955, which received
tensive tours in this country as
Bates
Chapter
of
Phi
Beta
Kapthe
Edison
Foundation
Award
as
well
as
abroad.
In Bates Cage For
Since 1942 he has been head pa during commencement last "The Best Children's Book for
Annual Rally, Parade of the opera department at the year. He also holds membership Character Development".
<
"•^
INCORPORATED
*FkW
Mrs. Wilson is currently a lecCub scout packs from the New England Conservatory of in Phi Kappa Phi and Phi DelCLEANSERS * FUKH1ER8
turer in the School of Education
Lewiston-Auburn area gathered Music, and has held the same ta Kappa.
College Agent - Arlene Gardner
at George Washington Univerin the Bates College Cage re- position with the Music Center Grant Degree
Authoress of children's books, sity.
of the Berkshire Festival at
cently for their annual rally.
Mrs. Wilson will receive the deLenox.
From 10 a. m. to 3:30 p. m.
Mr. Goldovsky was a partici-j gree of Master of Arts.
the cub scouts participated in pant in the Bates Music and j A native of Portland, she reLUIGGI'S PIZZERIA
various games and activities Theatre Arts Conference three ceived her A.B. degree from
which included a stilt race, tug- years ago.
— Features —
Bates in 1919. She attended
of-war and balloon breaking Richardson Receives Degree
Simmons College, receiving her
Italian Sandwiches - Pizza - Spaghetti
contest.
Following
a
picnic
Dr. Richardson will receive a B.S. degree in library science in
lunch
the
various
groups doctor of humane letters degree. 1920.
To Eat Here and to Take Out
marched in a parade around the
Her library career includes
President of Franklin College
athletic field, accompanied by a in Indiana since 1949, Dr. Rich- service in Portland High School,
Tel. 2-0701
band from Boy Scout Explorer ardson was born in Maiden, Missouri State Teacher's ColTroop 158 of Lewiston,
Mass., and was graduated from liege, the American Library in
Cor. Horton and Sabattus Sts.
Lisbon Falls and Mechanic Bates in 1930. He continued his | Paris, France, Bradford AcadeDELIVERY SERVICE FOR ORDERS OF $3.00 OR MORE
Falls also had their cub scout education at Colgate - Rochester j my and Junior College, and the
packs represented at ihe rally. Divinity School, receiving his high school libraries of Denver,
The Guidance and Placement
Office has released its final list
of employment opportunities for
the summer and the coming year.

Prexy Examines
Factors Relating
To Communism

Five Receive Honorary Degrees
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Students Receive Awards Smith Receives
Flying License
At Honors Day Exercises A
t Local Airport

(Continued from page one)
Outing Club. This year the recipient of the award was Kirk
Watson.
Sybil Benton was given the
William Sawyer, Jr., '13, Award
which is presented to the senior
woman who has contributed outstanding service to the Bates
Outing Club.
Makes Other Awards
James Riopel received the
William F. Manuel, '15, Award,
given to the senior who has
made the most significent progress in biology.
The Good Citizenship Trophy,
presented to the College by Foster Furcolo of Massachusetts is
given annually by the Bates
Political Union to the individual
or group doing the most during
the year to further good citizenship on the campus. Alan Kaplan was presented with the
award in recognition of his
managership of WVBC.
Margaret Sharpe was elected
to the Maine Division of the

Colby Game
(Continued from page seven)
only two. while one reached on
an error.
Catcher Al DeSantis helped
keep Snider out of trouble on at
least three occasions by throwing out men on attempted steals
of second, and Flynn turned in
a fine double play to end any
danger in the 4th inning.
Boole Saves Day
Brown's gem was really saved
by his third baseman Barky
Boole in the seventh inning. After Norm Clarke had drawn a
base on balls to open the frame,
DeSantis smashed a hard one
bounce shot between short and
third. Boole made an unbelievable stop, throwing Clarke out
at second, thus helping to insure the no-hit feat and quite
possibly the game.
This ended the Bobcats' rather
unsuccessful season, although it
may be recalled how well the
team really looked at times.
With practically an all veteran
team returning next year, and
perhaps a little better defensive
play
developed, the Bobcats
looked to be a strong contender
for the state flag.
Squad Hits Well
Even this season, although
they finished low, the squad
showed up fairly well in the hitting department. The pitching,
seemingly to run hot and cold,
showed definitely that the talent
was there, and with this year's
added experience, should fare
better next season To pmv
these things are the facts that

College seniorsour most wanted men

•
Today, aa a college grad, you
have a choice of more jobs than
ever. <Which should you take?
June Reader's Digest tells
you what big companies are doing to recruit promising students, salaries offered, the kind
of background and personality
they look for—and why theclass
of '56 faces some hard decisions.
Get June Reader's Digest at
your newsstand: 43 articles of
lasting interest, including the
best from leading magazines
and current books, condensed
to save your time.

American Association of University Women. This award is based
on scholarship, leadership, general campus standing and future
interest in the organization.
Awards Writing Priie
Susan Rayner was the recipient of the Alice Jane Dinsmore
prize, an award given to the
woman in the sophomore or
freshman class excelling in creative work in either prose or poetry.
The College Club Award to the
senior man whose services to the
Bates musical organizations have
been most outstanding was divided this year between David
Olnev and Franklin Smith.
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News In Review
(Continued from page nine)

Prof. D. Robert Smith, chairman of the Music Department,
recently received his private
pilot's license at the LewistonAuburn airport.
Smith became interested in
flying last fall and started taking lessons in early November
at the Lewiston airport. Since
receiving his license he has
flown to various parts of New
England.
The pilot has also taken various students and faculty members for short tours around the
campus via air. He plans to
spend his summer vacation flying, possibly to the West Coast.

Annual Ivy Dance Brings
Exotic Arabian Mysteries
Ted Herbert's orchestra furnished dancing music for approximately 300 couples attending the "Arabian Nights" Ivy
Formal Saturday night in the
Alumni Gymnasium.
Herbert's orchestra played a
wide variety of dance music in
addition to several specialty
numbers.
Entertainment was
provided by Marcia Duarte and
the Hacker House "Robins".
Miss Duarte did a tap dance to
a jazz number while the Hacker
House group consisting of Elizabeth Burrill. Marcia Hough, and
Beverly Woods, sang a medley
of popular songs.

Notice
There are a few extra
copies of the "Mirror" available. Anyone who wishes to
obtain a copy should see
either Joy Teachout or Joan
McGuire. The price is $5.10.

Mayoralty
(Continued from page three)
the World", a production that
added greatly to the entertainment offering of the two campaigns.
The festivities planned in
honor of "Cousin Charlie" ended
with a finale. After a fire in the
barn, "Cousin Charlie" said
farewell to all his friends, thanking them for his wonderful visit
back home.
Before he left he promised to
return to settle down in his old
hometown and rebuild the barn,
with a house beside it.
Bates did beat both .Maine and
Sowdoin in one game each, losng two to Colby by scores of
. to 1 and 1 to 0.
Very greatly missed next season will be three year veterans
Fred Jack and Capt. Bob Dunn.
Of course, Dunn was greatly
missed for a larger part of this
year due to his shoulder injury,
and workhorse Jack leaves a big
hole in the pitching staff.

Congratulations to the
winners of Mayoralty
and to "both" sides for
giving us a wonderful
campaign.

COOPER'S
Sabattus Street
We Serve The Best

Sponsored by the junior class
and headed by co-chairmen Wil- The American premiere of "Top of the Ladder" finds Ronald
ma Gero and Richard Johnson,
the dance featured decorations Walden starring as he re-enacts his efforts to find the things
on an Arabian motif. Large wall man seeks in life. Directed by Prof. Lavinia M. Schaeffer, the
murals depicting the various na- drama of memories symbolically reveals the struggle to
tive buildings along with small reach the top of life's ladder.
murals depicting Arabian scenes
comprised the wall decorations.
A large genie was suspended
in the middle of the gym and a
(Continued from page eight) ivery
effectively
against an
multi-colored tent formed
a
backdrop for the orchestra. The as the scrappy outergardener j ever-threatening Bowdoin club,
entrance foyer was decorated slashed out three singles in five IA single run for the winners in
trips to the plate. Al DeSantis j the home half of the seventh
with palm trees.
and
Dick Moraes both powered made 'h« sc°re stand at 4-2 and
Announces Mayor
out a triple and a single in addi- consequently gave Jack a 1 ttle
President Charles F. Phillips
more breathing space which was
announced the
election
of tion to a walk in their appear- all he needed to cast through the
ances
with
the
bat.
Gus
Folsom
"Cousin Charlie" Dings as the
and his pitching successors, how- final two innings to pick up his
new mayor at 9:30 p.m. The
third victory of the campaign.
new mayor then led a grand ever, were bothered by a somewhat shaky fielding Maine infield Maine Game
march.
which committed seven boots.
The Bobcats ran up against
Refreshments of punch and
Thus, with their State Series stiff competition in their next
cookies were served to the mark set at 1-1, the Garnet dropguests along with such native ped their next two decisions, one two games, which, unfortunatefoods as olives and dates. The a State Series loss to Colby, be- ly, marked the end of the seatable decorations consisted of red fore whipping Bowdoin 4-2 to son for them. First it was Jim
"Skitch" Carroll who threw a
doilies with Arabian Nights even up their record again.
neat two-hit 6-0 win for Maine,
printed in gold on them and
Providence Game
then Pel Brown of Colby folcandles.
In the first of those two games lowed with a 1-0 no-hit performThe reception line consisted of
lost,
the Friars from Providence ance last Saturday.
President and Mrs. Phillips.
College
had jumped off to a
Bates was eliminated from
Dean and Mrs. Walter Boyce,
comanding
12-1 lead by the,sixth any State Series Championship
Prof, and Mrs. Ryland Hewitt,
and Edith Lysaght and Richard inning before Bill Snider could aspirations when the Pale Blue
Sullivan. Ushers were members halt the scoring that had befallen from Orono took them into
of the junior class and their Colby and Jason who preceded camp last Thursday on Garcehim to the hill. Bates bounced lon Field. Carroll, only a sophodates.
back in the sixth and again in more, was impressive throughthe ninth with scoring outbursts. out the game as he kept his fast
However, the failure of the team, ball under sharp control and his
with the exception of DeSantis curve continually breaking.
The CA Public Affairs and Phil Carletti, to be more
Ralph Davis' line single in the
Commission is sponsoring its succesful at the plate accounted
third and Bob Martin's scratch
fourth annual used clothing for the run shortage.
hit in the ninth were the only
drive from May 24 to 31.
blows that shattered Carroll's
Cardboard cartons will be Colby Game
Then, by defeating the locals chances for the no-hitter alplaced in each dorm by the
Commission.
All kinds of 4-1, two days later, Colby moved though several other well hit
clothing and blankets are ac- into undisputed possession of balls almost dropped in for hits.
ceptable. Contributions will first place in State Series play.
The 'Cats committed nine erbe sent to the American Bill Snider pitched well enough rors and. as a result, all of
Friends Service Committee, to win most games but Colby's Maine's six runs were of the unCambridge, Mass., where Jim Jamieson, a crafty southpaw, earned variety. The trio of Sninecessary minor repairs will was more than equal to the oc- der, Colby and Jack gave up
casion. The Blue and White's only five hits between them in a
be made.
three unearned runs in the third losing cause.
and fourth innings broke up the
Colby Game
1-1 tie for good.
Then matters became worse
FAMOUS BRAND SHOES
The Colby hitting parade,
as the club journeyed up to Wawhich featured the highly-touted
at
terville two days later, only to
Don Rice, smashed out ten hits as
LOW FACTORY PRICES
be handed a heart-breaking 1-0
the bingles were evenly divided
We Cater To The Small
loss. Despite the fact that sophoamong a quintet of their players.
Campus Pocket Book
more Bill Snider's fine hurling
Normy Clarke's three hits and
effort yielded only three safeties,
Al DeSantis' two were the only
Colby's single run in the eighth
bright spots in the Leaheymen's
was enough to provide the maroffensive machine.
gin of victoiy. It was produced
by a walk, a wild throw on a
36 COURT ST.
AUBURN Bowdoin Game
Fred Jack got his mates back bunt, a double steal and a sacri"Right Acroti The Bridge"
on the winning trail as he hurled fice fly to center field.

Baseball Season Summary

CA Clothing Drive

CANCELLATION
SHOE STORE

'
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Why Are Viceroys
20,000 FILTERS
Made From Pure Cellulose?

Because cellulose is a soft,
snow-white material.. •
the same pure, natural substance
found in many of the good
foods you eat every day.
Only the exclusive Viceroy tip contains
20,000 tiny filters made from pure cellulose—
soft, snow-white, natural—twice as many filters
as the other two largest-selling filter brands.
That's why Viceroy gives you ...

The Smoothest Taste
Smoke Smoother

"_"~

i
'■

VICEROY
filter ^ip
CIGARETTES
KING-SIZE

